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Marsan Veronica | Lokodi Maria | Kaplan Camberk
This accommodation is located in Sasso Barisano (Matera, Italy), in the heart of this huge Unesco heritage.
PROJECT dstudiod, meson ro studio
TYPE Hotel
STATE built
CUSTOMER private
LOCATION Matera, Italy
DIMENSION 700 mq

Marsan Veronica | Lokodi Maria | Kaplan Camberk
2 level

Marsan Veronica | Lokodi Maria | Kaplan Camberk
Architects  Arhi Group
Area  6500.0 m²
Year  2015

Marsan Veronica | Lokodi Maria | Kaplan Camberk
• reinterpreted architectural and symbolic elements from the vicinity
• arched windows, altered with rectangular ones
• portico
• the Romanian Athenaeum’s main architectural feature
• graphical collage of cultural symbols
• CNC perforated panels, placed at a certain distance from the facade support
"Argos in Cappadocia" Hotel
Cappadocia Cave Houses

Uchisar Historical Village

Marsan Veronica | Lokodi Maria | Kaplan Camberk
Argos in Cappadocia Hotel
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Argos in Cappadocia Hotel

Marsan Veronica | Lokodi Maria | Kaplan Camberk
2) Mansion with Tunnel (2001-2006)
3) Vasil Mansion (2005-2009)
4) Gemil Mansion (2007-2009)
5) White Mansion (2010-2011)
6) Tiraz Mansion (2012-2013)